
Z Series | IP Dome Camera

ZMR6442AX-P 4MP Day & Night Auto Focus IR Vandal
Resistant Dome IP Camera

Full HD 4 megapixel CMOS image sensor

4MP True H.264 AVC High Profile video compression

H.264 and Motion JPEG multi-profile video streaming

Auto focus with zoom / focus motorized lens

P-IRIS supported

Smart H.264 supported

3D noise reduction (MCTF)

2D WDR function

HDR function up to 100dB

Digital PTZ supported

IVS supported

Tampering / Audio / Motion detection alarm function

High efficiency IR LED, radiant distance up to 30m

Day & Night (IR cut removable)

2-way audio supported

Digital I/O : 1 in, 1 out

Impact Resistant Polycarbonate Dome Cover

3-Axis construction

ONVIF Profile S supported

IP67 rain and dust resistant

Vandal resistant approve

Dimensions
Ø120 × 106 mm

Diagram of mounting holes:(unit in mm)

ZMR6442AX-P is a day & night 4MP auto-focused vandal resistant dome IR IP camera designed into a range of environments such as retail, 
home, office, residential premises and hotel security.  It features a full HD 4.0 megapixel CMOS image sensor. The camera has built-in IR-cut 
filter which allows clearer images at day and night operations even in the low lux condition. The high efficiency IR LED radiant distance can 
extend up to 30m. Its auto focus feature allows users to automatically focus the camera from a distant location. With motorized lens, all you 
need to do with zoom/focus adjustments is simply a click on browsers.  It also has P-Iris which is very good to have larger depth of field, so no 
matter far and close objects are still clear with correct focus. Supported with privacy mask, 3D noise reduction, 2D WDR function, and HDR 
function up to 100dB, ZMR6442AX-P ensures to deliver a clear and detailed image to the users. 

https://www.e-rong.co.th/


Product Features ZMR6442AX-P

Wind and Rain Standards Impact Resistant

Meet international IP67 standards for dust 
and moisture resistant allowing you to 
install cameras in environments subject to 
wind and rain

IK10-certified housing designed to protect the 
camera from destructive behavior

Two-way Audio Support Day and Night Operations via Removal of the IR-cut filter

With 2-way audio communication, you can project your 
voice through the camera’s speaker instead of hearing 
what’s going on (1-way audio)

ZMR6442AX-P camera was designed 
using a mechanical IR cut filter for 
increased IR sensitivity resulting in 
improved night time images. The 
removable IR-cut filter allows day and 
night operations even in the low lux 
condition providing outstanding vision

Sense Up+ 3D Noise Reduction

Deliver outstanding video outputs in poor light 
conditions without experiencing motion blur. 
You can see video clearly even during 
nighttime without sufficient lighting support

Remove noise from a signal. Suppressing 
noise in an image in low light conditions and 
able to retain quality videos at the same time

Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) High Dynamic Range

Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) displays details 
of both the brightest and darkest areas. WDR 
can extend image visibility under high contrast 
lighting scenes and improve image quality

An High Dynamic Range (HDR) image is made by 
taking 3 frames of the same scene and each at 
different shutter speeds to display details of both 
the darkest and brightest areas. HDR can extend 
image visibility under high contrast lighting scenes 
and improve image quality

Tripwire Detection Object Counting

Tripwire Detection can be used where physical security 
is impractical or even impossible; i.e. railway tracks. An 
alarm can be enabled in either directions across the 
tripwire. Line Crossing that an object crossing a line 
drawn anywhere in the scene can be detected, and 
also Zone Intrusion that any arbitrary shape zone can 
be set to monitor intrusion

Object Counting is able to accurately to input 
images containing similar objects. Intelligent 
Object Counting technology includes  
People Counting feature – people enter or exit an 
area over time can be counted, as well as Vehicle 
Counting feature – to detect and track vehicle in 
real-time

Alarm Detection Audio Detection

Alarm Detection is designed to provide the 
electronic detection of intruders

With Audio Detection technology, an alarm is triggered based on ambient 
sound conditions as the threshold

Motion Detection Tamper Detection

Detect motion and capture the event. Motion in the 
selected area will provoke an alert.

Automatically detects camera sabotage or 
failure. Detects any attempts to tamper with 
the camera – partially or completely 
blocking its lens or field of view



Technical Specifications ZMR6442AX-P

Yes, EMI CLASS B
Yes, EMI CLASS B

Ω

User accounts

10/100 Mbps Base-T (Tx), RJ-45

Max number of
online users
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